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General Requirements

1. What is a public sewerage system?
Singapore has two separate systems to collect rainwater and used water. Used
water is collected through a separate, underground sewerage system before it
is channelled to the water reclamation plant.
The sewerage system includes:
 sewers constructed by the government for public use;
 private sewers handed over to PUB for control and maintenance.
To view a flash animation, please log on to
http://www.pub.gov.sg/dtss/PublishingImages/DTSS_Animation.swf

2. Can the new sewers (which are to be handed over to PUB for maintenance)
be laid within private property or state land?
No. The new sewers that will serve more than 1 development or 1 lot (single landed)
shall be constructed within the road reserve, outside any private lands or state land
unless PUB is fully satisfied that laying the sewer inside the road reserve is totally
impossible.

3. What is greywater recycling?
Greywater is used water generated from showers, basins and laundries. It excludes
discharges from water closets (WCs), urinals and kitchen sinks.
Greywater recycling is the treatment of greywater for non-potable use such as
landscape irrigation, floor washing, toilet flushing and cooling tower makeup.
Read more on recycling requirements here.

4. Why are there public sewers/manholes within premises of certain
landed property?
There are several reasons for having a public sewer/manhole in landed properties.
In old estates, developers had laid sewers to serve a row of houses. Normally
located at the back of a house, the sewers facilitate the connection of
sanitary drainlines from kitchen and toilets.
The topography: such as if public roads are on higher ground level, it may not allow
for the construction of sewers along these roads as sewers convey flows by gravity.
Merging of plots and redrawing of land parcel boundaries may result in having
public sewers inside private lands.
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The Government restricts the laying of sewers by developers along public roads.
The constraint, for example tree protection zone, cables, drains, etc, at the site may
prevent developers from laying the sewers within the road reserve.

5. Can the public sewer/manhole within my premises/lot be shifted to
outside my property?
The public sewer within your premises is a common utility serving your house and the
adjacent houses. It is not possible for it to be totally removed from your property.

The owner of a property may realign the existing public sewer within his premises at
his/her cost. This would be subject to a technical feasibility study of the realignment
proposal in conjunction with any proposed re-construction or building extension
works.
It is mandatory for an owner to engage a Qualified Person (QP - who is either a
Registered Architect or Professional Engineer) to submit a sewer diversion proposal
with his/her proposed redevelopment plans for PUB’s approval.

Sewer Connection
6. When re-developing or reconstructing a building, can the existing
sewer connection line be reused?
To reuse an existing sewer connection, the following criteria must be met.
It is not feasible to construct a new sewer connection within the road reserve
The property owner may be allowed to reuse an existing sewer connection to a
public sewer/manhole when it is not feasible to build a new sewer connection
within the road reserve (e.g. outside any private lot).
The sewer has adequate capacity to cater for the used water discharge
The sewer needs to have adequate capacity. If a change in the use/redevelopment
of a site results in higher discharge of used water, the property owner shall upgrade
the capacity of the existing sewer connection.
The existing sewer must be in good condition before it can be reused.
To determine this, the QP needs to engage a PUB registered CCTV contractor to
carry out an inspection. The inspection shall cover the stretch of sewer from the last
inspection chamber to the public sewer/manhole. Thereafter, the QP needs to submit
the CCTV report to PUB for evaluation. If the sewer is in poor condition, the owner of
a property shall be expected to fix any sewers that are in a poor condition and
leaking.
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The Qualified Person (QP) will have to make an evaluation and submit an application
to PUB for clearance. PUB shall hold the rights to decide if the application is
permissible

7. Can a sewer connection be made to the inspection chamber or
manhole (public sewer) in the neighbouring premises?
New Development
New development or redevelopment shall make the sewer connection only to a
public sewer or manhole located outside the private lands/development site.
Single Landed
The single landed premises here refers to landed premises or new landed
developments including detached, semi-detached or terraced house/shop/factory
on lots or subdivided lots. If there are multiple lots within a site, each lot shall have
individual and separate sanitary drain-line connection directly to the public sewer or
public manhole within the road reserve. New sewers that serve more than one lot
(e.g. terrace houses) shall be constructed within the road reserve.

8. What can a property owner do if the only available public sewer/manhole
is located within a neighbouring lot?
When the only available public sewer/manhole is located in a neighbouring lot, a
consent letter from its land owner is required for linking to the public
sewer/manhole within his/her premises.
Following that, the Qualified Person (QP) shall submit this consent letter to National
Environment Agency’s Central Building Plan Department (CBPD) or PUB together
with the Development Control plan. Work on the new sewer connection can start
only after CBPD has issued clearance.
However, if the owner of the neighbouring lot withdraws his/her consent before
completion of work the QP has to find an alternate route to link up to the nearest
public sewer within the road reserve.

9. Do I need to provide a manhole at the connection point to the public sewer?
The individual sewer connection from a single landed residential house can be
connected to the public sewer via raised “Y-junction, e.g. without a manhole at the
connection point.
For non-residential development (e.g. landed factory or shops) or strata building
development such as cluster housing or condominium/apartment or
commercial/industrial complex, the internal sanitary drainline shall be connected
to the public sewers via manholes.
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10. Can an in-drop connection be provided for the sewer connection to the
public manhole?
Use of an In-drop for permanent connection to the public manhole is not allowed as it
will cause noise nuisance and also reduce the available working space for
maintenance works in the manhole.
When the sewer connection line is less than 1.5m higher than the invert of the
manhole, a tumbling bay connection shall be provided.
If the difference in level between the sewer connection line and the invert of
the manhole is more than 1.5m, a backdrop shall be provided.

11. Can construction site or trade fair use a holding tank temporarily on site to
store used water when public sewer is available?
When access to a public sewer is available, the temporary toilet/sanitary facilities
shall be discharged to the public sewer. No temporary used water tank shall be
allowed.
A temporary used water holding tank is only allowed when there is technical
constraint connecting to public sewer or when public sewer is not available. Please
note that PUB’s related requirements shall apply.
The National Environment Agency’s Licensed Waste Collector (LWC) shall be
engaged to dispose of the used water stored in the holding tank to a designated
Water Reclamation Plants (WRP).

Protection of Sewer
12. Can there be any building or structure over an existing public sewer?
There shall not be any building or any structure over an existing public sewer as
this may hinder its repair/maintenance.

13. What is the required setback of a building/structure from a public sewer?
Any building/structure located near a public sewer needs to observe a minimum
setback as stipulated in the Code of Practice on Sewerage and Sanitary Works.

14. When is a reinforced concrete trench needed?
If a building/structure cannot meet the minimum setback requirement from a public
sewer, a reinforced concrete trench shall be constructed to protect the sewer. The
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trench will need to allow the public sewer to be accessed from the top (e.g. via
removable slabs) for maintenance and repair.

15. If it is not feasible to build a reinforced concrete trench, what is the
required vertical height clearance for proposing to build an external
structure over a public sewer?
This request will have to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis depending on the
external structure (e.g. link-bridge) over the public sewer and the depth of sewer.
The Qualified Person may be required to provide a minimum height clearance of
4.5m above the finished floor level or more. A greater height clearance may be
required if there are exceptional site constraints such as when the affected public
sewer is very deep.

16. Can the removable slabs of the reinforced concrete trench for the
public sewer be tiled over?
It is not advisable to tile over the concrete slabs as it restricts accessibility to the
public sewer. When carrying out maintenance, the titles may be damaged in the
process. However, if tiling is necessary the individual slab piece should be
separately tiled allowing it be removed piece by piece without cracking or
breaking any surrounding tiles.

17. Can a manhole (public sewer) be located within the building?
No manhole of the public sewer shall be sited within a building.
Typically, public sewer serves a large number of premises. Public sewers shall
be kept free-flowing at all times to channel away used water. If a sewer is
damaged and/or blocked, used water may overflow causing public health issues,
contamination of the environment, odour nuisance and economic losses.
Due to the possible dire consequences of a damage/blockage of the public sewer, no
building/structure can be built over or near public sewers without PUB’s approval.
This helps to ensure the needed accessibility when carrying out urgent repairs
for damaged/blocked sewers.

All buildings/structures located near a public sewer needs to observe a minimum
setback as stipulated in the Code of Practice on Sewerage and Sanitary Works.

18. Can I pave over the manhole (public sewer) within my premises?
All manholes shall be made easily accessible for maintenance and repair purposes.
They shall not be covered up or paved over with cement, concrete, tar, slab or any
hard material without the approval of PUB.
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Protection from Used Water Backflow
19. Why must the top level of an inspection chamber be higher
than connecting public sewer manhole level?
The top level of an inspection chamber should be higher than that of a connecting
public sewer manhole level to ensure there is no risk of used water backflow.

20. Can sanitary facilities/toilets in the basement* be connected directly
by gravity to the public sewer?
*finished floor level of basement lower than top level of connecting manhole
The Code of Practice on Sewerage and Sanitary Works requires an ejector system
or other appropriate pumping system to be provided for the basement toilet/sanitary
facilities to prevent the basement from being flooded by used water backflow from
the sewer.
This is because a direct gravity sewer connection of the basement sanitary system to
the public sewer may pose a potential risk of backflow of sewage from the public
sewerage system into the basement of the house in the event of blockage or high
flow in the public sewer.
The risk of a backflow is high for basement due to the small difference in depth
between the basement toilet floor level and the depth of the public sewer.

Used Water Discharge from F&B Outlets
21. How do I dispose of used water from a mobile food wagon?
All mobile food wagons must come with a used water holding tank. Used water
stored in it must be disposed of at designated disposal points connected to public
sewer at a back-up kitchen.
For application of a mobile food wagon please refer to the NEA Website. As required
by NEA, it is mandatory for the wastewater holding tank to be at least 1.5 times the
volume of the potable water tank.
22. Do kitchens of food stall, café and restaurant need to install a grease trap?
Yes, kitchens of restaurants, food stalls, cafes or catering outlets where food
is prepared, cooked or served are required to install grease traps or grease
interceptors.
This is to avoid having excessive discharge of oil and greasy waste from the kitchen
sinks into the sanitary system. The grease waste can clog up the internal sanitary
pipes and the public sewers resulting in used water overflow.
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Note: Grease traps/interceptors are not required for "Non-Cooking F&B outlets" such
as cafes, confectioneries, snack bars etc., which contain small amount or no grease
in the used water discharge.

23. Who is responsible for the maintenance of grease trap or
grease interceptor?
Grease traps or grease interceptors are installed, owned and maintained by the
eateries/food retail outlets. The owners of the grease traps or grease interceptor are
to conduct regular checks to ensure that the grease traps/interceptors are in good
condition, secure, and do not pose any health risk or safety hazard to the public.
24. Why does PUB require applicant to seek NEA’s approval for
proposed grease trap at food outlets before submitting Form F to PUB?
PUB and NEA work hand-in-hand to ensure compliance in public health and
environmental hygiene. To ensure compliance with NEA’s Code of Practice on
Environmental Health, an applicant needs to clear the grease trap’s proposed
layout with NEA before sending it to PUB using Form F.

Submission Procedures
25. What are the guidelines for removing an unused sewer within
a development site?
You will need to seek approval from PUB to remove, abandon or seal up any
sewers within a development site.
To verify the status of an “unused sewer” at a site, a Qualified Person (QP) has to
purchase the Sewer Information Plan (SIP) and consult PUB for details.
Before starting work, a thorough inspection shall be conducted to identify the
positions of all existing sewers. You shall ensure that there is proper reconversion of
sewerage in the sewer marked for disposal.
The QP for your development site shall submit a proposal to divert, abandon or
remove any sewers via PUB’s Development Control submission. A clearance
certificate shall be obtained before any commencement of works.
For details, refer to “Standard requirement for sealing of sewer
connection, abandoned sewer, manhole and pumping main”.

26. What are the types of minor sanitary works that do not require an
approval from PUB?
The following minor sanitary works do not require any approval from PUB.
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Repair, replacement or removal of existing sanitary facilities (bathroom,
toilets, facilities for washing) in a building;
Addition of sanitary appliance (washbasin, bathtub, sink, urinal, toilet bowl) within
the existing sanitary facilities in a building.

27. What are simplified Building Plan (BP) submissions?
The simplified Building Plan submission system is a shortened submission system
which excludes technical clearance from PUB at the BP submission and the CSC
(Certificate of Statutory Completion) application stage. It is applicable only to addition
and alteration of existing landed houses.
To qualify for the simplified BP submission, a proposal shall satisfy the
following requirements:
No public sewer within the development lot or the proposed building/structure
extension is not built over/across the sewer or less than the required sewer
setback from the public sewer;
No new sewer connection to public sewer outside the development lot.
No new minor sewer extension works or diversion/abandoning of the existing
public sewer.
For more details, QP can refer to the BCA’s Internet webpage

28. Can a partial Temporary Occupation Permit (TOP) be given before the
completion of the whole development?
Yes. The Qualified Person (QP) can split the development into phases and apply
for partial TOP for each phase of the completed works. QP needs to clearly show
the demarcation of the phases of completion in the Building/Detailed plans or asbuilt plans.
Sewerage Clearance for partial TOP can be given if the sewerage/sanitary
system serving the phase completed works/buildings is completed to satisfaction
and connected to the public sewer.
Sewerage Clearance for Certificate of Statutory Completion (CSC) can
be considered only after all the phases are completed.
.
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29. Do we need to seek PUB approval for raising or lowering the top of the
existing manholes to the finished platform or road level?
Yes, for building and development project where NEA’s Central Building Plan
Department (CBPD) clearance certificate is required, the existing manholes which
need to be raised or lowered shall be clearly indicated in the Development Control
(DC) plan & Detailed Plan for the sanitary/sewerage works. A notification shall be
sent to PUB at hong_kwan_meng@pub.gov.sg to arrange for a site
meeting/checking before commencement of works.
For infrastructure project such as road widening or road resurfacing, landscaping
works, etc., the agency or consultant shall also send the proposal to PUB at
hong_kwan_meng@pub.gov.sg to seek approval before work commencement.

30. Who shall apply to NEA for permits to install temporary toilets/sanitary
facilities for construction sites?
The Qualified Person in charge of temporary works for a construction site shall
submit the plans on environment health for provision of temporary toilets/sanitary
facilities to NEA’s Central Building Plan Department (CBPD) for registration and
to obtain the Clearance Certificate.
The NEA’s Clearance Certificate shall be submitted together with the Form E
(Application for Connection of the temporary toilets/sanitary facilities to Sewerage
System) to PUB.

31. What is the procedure/requirement for taking over an existing
temporary toilets/sanitary facilities from another contractor?
The contractor who takes over the Singapore Power (SP) Services’ Utilities Account
from another contractor shall be responsible for the proper maintenance of an
existing temporary toilets/sanitary facilities. He shall proceed to make application to
lim_siew_kee@pub.gov.sg and/or mary_yan@pub.gov.sg with a Letter of
Undertaking for the existing temporary toilets/sanitary facilities.

32. Is there a need to re-apply if there is a change to the public sewer
connection after Form E has been approved?
Yes, a new Form B (Application for Works in Public sewerage System) together with
the amendment plan showing new point of sewer connection shall be resubmitted to
PUB for approval. Works can only commence after approval has been sought.
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33. What is the procedure for applying for temporary water supply for
construction related activities (eg. pipe jacking, dust control) that do not
have temporary toilets?
The applicant shall apply to PUB (Water Supply Network Department) for temporary
water supply. If the applicant shall confirm that there will be no discharge of used
water into the drains, soil and surrounding environment, PUB will process the
application after evaluation.

34. How are Form E, Form F and Form I used?
Form F
For minor sanitary works, the Owner/Occupier of the premises or the
plumbing contractor shall submit the Form F online together with the
layout/detailed plan showing the proposed sanitary works for PUB's approval.
Form E and Form I
For temporary toilet/sanitary facilities at a construction site or trade fair site, the
plumbing contractor shall make an online application using Form E (for construction
site) or Form I (for Trade Fair). Information like detailed plans showing the proposed
connection of the temporary toilets/sanitary facilities to public sewers/holding tanks
shall be submitted for approval. Commencement of works shall only be allowed
upon issuing of approval.

35. Who shall submit the application form to PUB for approval for works
affecting public sewerage system?
Qualified Person (QP) to apply: For works which require approved plans by the
Building Control Authority under the Building Control Act, the QP who has obtained
the Building Control Authority’s approval must apply to PUB and prepare all plans
of works.
Professional Engineer (PE) to apply: For works which do not require the approved plan
by the Building Control Authority under the Building Control Act, an appropriate PE
must apply to PUB unless PUB has determined that it is not necessary.

The responsible QP for the works/activity shall submit the relevant detailed
technical/engineering plans to PUB to obtain a written approval before commencing
such works/activity.
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CCTV Requirements
36. What is the procedure for conducting a CCTV sewer inspection?
A builder/Qualified Person is required to do a pre-construction CCTV inspection of
sewers/manhole, whenever their works or activities are near or adjacent to pub
sewers/manholes. A report with a DVD shall be submitted to PUB along with an
application form, thereafter.
Upon completion of the development or building works, another CCTV inspection
shall be done. This post inspection along with a report and DVD shall be submitted
to PUB before seeking the issue of Temporary Occupation Permit (TOP) /
Certificate of Statutory Completion (CSC).
Waiver for pre-construction CCTV is given to small redevelopment/A&A works done
in a single landed property (terrace, semi-detached and detached house). QP only
needs to submit post-construction CCTV sewer inspection report for this type of
project.
Since 1 Jan 2013, PUB only accepts CCTV inspection and reports from PUB
Registered CCTV contractors.

37. If an A/A works involve only construction works within the building
without excavation or structure works outside the building or near the public
sewers, do I need to carry out a CCTV inspection of the public sewer/manhole
within the lot?
Generally, CCTV sewer inspection is not required where there is no proposed works,
such as excavation, soil investigation, piling, tunnelling, structure either permanent or
temporary, etc., would take place at the ground level in the vicinity of any existing
public sewers/pumping mains within the development site.
You are advised to consult PUB if any works or activities are to be carried out
within the public sewer corridor.
38. Do we need to seek PUB’s approval before rectifying the defects that
are shown in the post-construction CCTV sewer inspection report?
Yes. The QP shall, after reviewing the pre-construction and post-construction CCTV
sewer inspection reports/DVDs, certify if there are changes to the sewer conditions
such as alignment, functional and structural conditions or defects before and after
the works.
If there are new defects to be rectified, the QP shall submit Form B and notify
PUB before carrying out any works in the sewerage system. Upon completion of
the rectification works, the QP shall submit a post-rectification CCTV sewer
inspection report to confirm that the defects have been satisfactorily rectified.
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39. Do we need to carry out a post-construction CCTV sewer inspection if preconstruction CCTV sewer inspection was not conducted before
commencement of works?
Pre-construction and post-construction CCTV sewer inspection would protect the
owner/ developer from being liable for any pre-existing defects in the public sewers.
If no pre-construction CCTV sewer inspection was conducted before the
commencement of works, the responsible Qualified Person (QP) / Professional
Engineer (PE) and the contractor would be liable for all the defects found in the
public sewers unless proven otherwise.

Sanitary Drainage & Plumbing System
40. Can the unsheltered shower area, open balcony and open roof terrace be
connected to the sanitary/sewerage system?
No, the sewerage system is designed to convey used water only. Therefore,
unsheltered shower area, open balcony and open roof, which will collect
rainwater, cannot be connected to the sanitary/sewerage system.
Rainwater from the unsheltered shower area, open balcony and open roof, with
or without taps, shall be discharged via downpipes to the storm water drains.

41. Where the toilet or wet area at the unit is above the dry area (bedroom,
living room, etc.) of the unit below, can the sanitary pipes/fittings be run at
the ceiling of such dry area?
For strata buildings, the sanitary discharge pipes/stack or floor trap shall not be
installed or located at the ceiling of bedrooms, living rooms, dining rooms and
cooking areas. Leakage of sanitary discharge pipes/stacks in these places can bring
about serious health concerns to the occupants.

42. In a strata building, what are the requirements for sanitary pipes serving
a wet area located on a dry area of the unit below?
No sanitary pipes /fittings shall be located or installed at the ceiling of any dry
areas of the unit below. The Qualified Person shall provide a trench or recessed
floor slab to house sanitary pipes/fittings serving the wet area such that the
sanitary pipes/fittings are within the upper floor strata space.
Alternatively, the use of approved shallow floor traps (non-kitchen use) where the
discharge pipe can be encased in the floor slab and horizontal (or wall) outlet WC
with P-trap connection of the WC wastepipe to the vertical discharge stack at the
unit is recommended.
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43. Can a shallow floor trap be used instead of the conventional S-type or
P-type floor trap?
Approved shallow floor traps can be used to receive used water discharged from
only washbasins, bathtubs or showers. It shall not be used to receive used water
from kitchen sink or washing machine.
A shallow floor trap shall be individually and directly connected to the discharge
stack. The WC and shallow floor trap shall not be connected to a common
discharge pipe.
Shallow floor traps shall meet the performance requirements as specified in BS EN
1253-1999 [-Gullies for Buildings- Part 1 (test requirements) & Part 2 (test Methods)]
and shall also comply with the following requirements:
Descriptions Standard
Requirements Depth of Water Seal
Min 50mm Passage Clearance Min
25mm Outlet Diameter Min 75mm
Floor Trap
(Water Compartment) Shall be integral type, removable trap is not allowed.
Floor Trap Grating and Anti-Mosquito Valve Shall incorporate an approved type
of floor trap grating and anti-mosquito valve
Service Plug in the Floor Trap (if provided) To provide permanent instruction label
to the service plug.
The waste pipe from washbasin/bathtub/shower connecting to the shallow floor trap
shall not be less than 40mm in diameter (alternatively, 2 no. of 25mm diameter
waste pipe may be used).

44. Why is a ventilating pipe or ventilating stack needed? Is an Air Admittance
Valve (AAV) allowed at the outlet of a discharge/ventilating stack or
ventilating pipe (50mm) for the floor trap and WC?
Ventilating pipe or ventilating stack
The key function of a ventilating pipe is to maintain equilibrium of pressure within
a plumbing system and prevent loss of water seal caused by siphonage or
compression.
Ventilating pipes from sanitary appliances and floor trap shall be connected to
a ventilating stack which shall be terminated at the highest point of the building.
The outlet of the ventilating stack to atmosphere shall be positioned in such a
way that the foul air does not cause a nuisance.
Air Admittance Valve (AAV)
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AAV is designed to relieve only negative pressure by allowing air into the stack.
However, it prevents air from being expelled if positive pressure builds up in the
stack. Hence, it is not allowed to be used at the outlet of any ventilating stack
which has to remain open at all times to maintain equilibrium of pressure in the
plumbing system.
In special cases where it is not possible to link 50mm ventilating pipe to sanitary
appliance and floor trap, AAV may be used subject to the approval of PUB. AAV, if
approved, shall be installed above the spill-over level of the highest appliance
served within the toilet compartment. It shall not be fixed at the waste/discharge pipe
at the ceiling of the unit below.

45. Can several ventilating stacks be combined into a single stack to
be terminated above the roof?
It is permissible to combine a few ventilating stacks to a single large vent stack for
extension and termination above the roof. The size of the combined vent stack shall
be determined based on the total number of fixture units connected to the stacks in
accordance with Table 7-5 of the Uniform Plumbing Code.

46. Can the outlet of the ventilating stack and vent cowl be concealed?
The outlet of the ventilating stack & vent cowl may be concealed in service duct or
chamber provided the outlet of the ventilating stack/cowl is unobstructed and still
open to the atmosphere to ensure air circulation.

47. What are the considerations for positioning the outlet of the ventilating
stack?
The outlet of the ventilating stack to atmosphere should be positioned such that foul
air does not cause nuisance. It shall not be terminated in any private premises,
private roof areas or roof garden that is meant for use by the occupants; or less than
3m away from any window or opening of adjoining building.
The recommended height of the ventilating stack above the roof is shown in the
standard sanitary drawings in the Code of Practice on Sewerage and Sanitary Work.

Developers should consider carefully the creation of roof terrace/garden as the
termination of the ventilating stack at the roof could result in some foul smell at
the roof garden/terrace.

48. What is the maximum allowable depth for the floor trap?
The maximum depth of a floor trap shall not exceed 600mm to
facilitate maintenance.
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If, due to site conditions, a deeper floor trap is absolutely unavoidable, the depth
of the floor trap shall not be more than 1m. A sump can be provided for deeper
floor trap.

49. Does PUB license the plumber/contractors for sanitary works? Who can
carry out sanitary works?
PUB does not license plumbers/contractors to carry out sanitary works. However, to
ensure good workmanship, we encourage house/building owners to engage trained
and qualified plumbers who are PUB’s licensed Water Service Plumbers (LP) or.
Registered Sanitary Plumber (RP) of the Singapore Plumbing Society (SPS) for
their sanitary works. HDB residents can also seek advice from Town Councils on
the hiring of reliable plumbers for sanitary works.

Residents are advised to approach a few plumbers to obtain a fair quotation.

Information on Water Borne Tax (Sanitary Appliances Fee & Water Borne Fee)

50. What is the Waterborne Tax (WBT)?
All homes, commercial and industrial premises, besides paying for water, also pay
a Waterborne Tax to PUB. The charges are provided for in the Public Utilities Act
and the Public Utilities (Waterborne Tax) Order 2013.
You may refer to:
https:\\www.pub.gov.sg/sites/assets/PressReleaseDocuments/WPR2017-AnnexA.
for specific details.
The Waterborne Tax is collected through the SP Services Ltd’s monthly Utilities
Bill.
You can find out more at https://www.pub.gov.sg/watersupply/watertariff
51. Why do I have to pay for the Sanitary Appliance Fee (SAF) when my
premises are vacant and there is no recorded water consumption in the
water bill?
The SAF is a fixed charge levied based on the number of chargeable sanitary
appliances installed and connected to the public sewerage system. As such, the
SAF is independent of water consumption and will have to be paid even when no
water is consumed, so long as the water account is active.
From 1 July 2017, SAF is combined into the waterborne fee which is charged
according to the volume of water consumed.
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52. How do I request for SAF adjustment if there is a change in the number
of sanitary appliances installed in my premises?
SAF adjustment is not required from 1 July 2017 onwards. It is combined into the
waterborne fee which is charged according to the volume of water consumed.
53. If there is a discrepancy between the number of sanitary appliances
indicated in the utility bill and the actual quantity installed in the premises,
how can it be corrected?
If there is discrepancy in the number of sanitary appliances, customer can contact
PUB’s officer at 67313302/67313730. PUB will ascertain with you the correct
number of chargeable sanitary appliances and correct the billing accordingly.
For bills from 1 July 2017 onwards, SAF is combined into the waterborne fee which
is charged according to the volume of water consumed.
54. Do I have to seek PUB’s approval to remove or add sanitary appliances in
my premises?
PUB’s approval is not required for a removal or addition of sanitary appliances to
the existing sanitary facilities in the premises.
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